
 

 

 

1. The problem

Majority of highways in Ethiopia need improvement. But the government doesn’

or rehabilitate all of them. So, prioritization has to be done and hence a multi

necessary. 

2. Research 

The diagram below illustrates the entire process of data synthesis and analysis approach.

by a combination of

Decision Making) Approaches

3. Modeling:

This is data amalgamation, transformation and 

namely: social benefits, economic benefits, administrative importance, and capital cost are used. 

criteria are further cascaded 

the entire country as competing alternatives

shown in Fig. 2. The 1
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Where:  Sj = total score of a highway (j)

Wieb = weight of indicators under the criteria “economic benefits”

importance”; Wicc = weight of indicators under the criteria “capital cost”

AHP for the four criteria.
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= total score of a highway (j); Wisb = weight of indicators under the criteria “social benefits” 

= weight of indicators under the criteria “economic benefits”

= weight of indicators under the criteria “capital cost”

criteria. mij = transformed measurement or utility value of indicator (i) for alternative (j).

Findings 
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